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COMAND - key areas of focus
The COMAND (“Connected Media 
Applications – Development and Delivery”) 
Technology Gateway concentrates on the 
research and development of prospective 
interactive media technologies focused on: 
Cross Platform Applications, Mobile Media 
Cloud, 3D Sensing, and Interoperability for 
the Internet of Things.

These technologies are complementary and will combine 
to create the opportunity for new and innovative forms 
of “connected media” (personalised, real-time interactive) 
applications in a wide range of commercial fields including 
telecoms, gaming, TV, e-health, e-learning, e-tourism, 
e-retailing, entertainment and digital marketing. 

The goals of COMAND are therefore to identify and 
advance key connected media technologies through 
research and transfer these technologies to industry to 
maximize commercial benefit.

Industrial Collaborators to date include:

Ericsson  •  Openet  •  Avaya  •  SavePals  •  Arantico  •  Touchpoint Interactive  •  Townapps  •  Idaso

Video Bot TV  •  Jumly  •  Visual ID  •  Enterprise Imaging  •  NPD Analytics  •  Sidero  •  Cora Systems

 Cross Platform 
Applications

Mobile Media 
Cloud

3D Sensing
Interoperability 
for the Internet 

of Things

COMAND works closely with industrial collaborators in 
all sectors of connected media applications delivery and 
provides solutions to companies from start-ups and SME’s 
to multinationals.

COMAND through its Experienced Engineers provides 
extensive research outputs, troubleshooting, new Architecture 
design, coding & implementation, evaluation studies, product 
design & test. 

COMAND provides fast turnaround, latest technology  
in IT engineering standards through its highly qualified 
engineering teams who work with multiple project challenges 
each year. 

Contact Us:
Anthony Cunningham
TG Manager,
Technology Gateway Programme,
AIT, Athlone
tel: +353 (0)90 648 3096
email: acunningham@ait.ie
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The objectives 
of the research 
project in delivering 
a first to market 
and innovative 
commercial 
product is a real 
life output of 
what a Innovation 
Partnership should 
deliver
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Openet delivers transactional intelligence to the world’s largest telecommunication 
service providers. It’s solutions enable its customer base extract the maximum value 
from the activity on their networks by gaining visibility into the usage of network 
services and deploying new business models to grow revenues and profitability.

ChattyApps is a commercial project undertaken to address the issue of signaling 
overload which has been introduced in modern mobile networks by the proliferation
of smartphone devices and their need to be constantly connected. It aims to reduce 
the resource demand on the Radio Access Network by only allowing full bearer 
services to Applications running in the foreground.

Modern mobile operating systems manage the life-cycle of applications in order to 
conserve resources on the device. Once a user finishes interacting with an App, it is 
often shifted into background mode, where the App relinquishes the User Interface 
of the device, but is still able to perform tasks such as networking. Many Apps rely on 
In-App advertising to generate revenue and constantly poll back end advert servers 
to check for new ads to display. They do so when they are interacting with the user 
and also when they are in background mode. This requires the setting up and tearing 
down of TCP sessions on an ongoing basis between the device and back end server, 
which in turn causes a signaling load. 

How Gateway Delivered Solution for Industry
The approach taken is to deploy agent software on the Android OS that mediates the 
data flows between the device and back-end servers. Background data is permitted in 
certain cases for ‘white listed’ apps, but, in general, data generated from background 
apps are blocked. The software agent is controlled via policies set up on a back end 
server, to which the agent connects periodically. 

case study
Joe Hogan 
OPENET



Mobile Media Cloud 
investigates the development and delivery of applications 
that leverage media processing capabilities (video processing, 
computer vision, speech recognition) in both the 
end-user device and in the cloud. Potential application areas 
include cloud based gaming, mobile social video, immersive 
teleconferencing, video streaming and surveillance amongst 
others. Research challenges focus both on application platform 
processing and network delivery. Research areas include 
partitioning of processing between the various platforms in a 
flexible and adaptive manner, cloud delivery architectures to 
reduce latency, and machine learning approaches to optimise 
media delivery to end-users.  

Cross-Platform Media Applications 
investigates the use of HTML5 media related features as 
a solution to the cross platform app development dilemma 
arising from end user device heterogeneity. Key areas of focus 
include support for 3D graphics programming (Canvas, CSS, 
WebGL), browser supported audio and video, real time AV 
communication (WebRTC), image processing and sensor data 
capture and processing (geolocation, motion, proximity). 
Related activities in industry and standardization groups such as 
OMG, Khronos and IETF are closely monitored. Toolsets 
such as Sencha and PhoneGap are used to enable rapid 
application development.

3D Sensing 
entails the use of 3D natural user interface techniques 
(multi-touch, gesture), such as those based on Kinect, with 
computer vision, speech recognition and other sensing 
modalities (location, orientation) to recognize and track 
human interactions thereby creating many new possibilities 
for innovation across a range of fields. COMAND is actively 
researching novel uses of 3D sensing in combination with cross 
platform development techniques in the retail, sports and 
e-Health fields using both proprietary (Kinect) as well as cross 
platform open source (OpenNI) technologies.

Interoperability of the Internet of Things 
investigates solutions to enable communications and 
co-operations between IoT systems with different 
implementation language, execution environment, or model 
abstraction. Interoperability in the Internet of Things brings 
many challenges due to the multiple protocols and standards 
in use. Against this background industries in all types of 
domain from health to smart grid are struggling to find 
communication solutions to leverage the opportunities 
provided by the Internet of Things. COMAND focuses on 
the development of multi-application multi-protocol Internet 
gateways and control systems. 
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case study
Fergal Downey
Touchpoint Interactive Media   
(also trading as BoscaBox)

“

“

Touchpoint Interactive Media is a Dublin based company that provides in-store 
digital media solutions for brands such as Vodafone and the Gaming industry. 

Its estimated 38% of consumers have experienced leaving a store empty handed 
because the product they are looking for is unavailable. As a result, retailers in the 
UK are missing out on £1bn per month (Charlton, 2013). Holding high stock levels is 
expensive for retailers, and they are restricted by the limitations of space in the physical 
store. Their online “virtual inventory” allows them make significantly more products 
available in this channel and so a gap exists in the online and offline offerings. 

Current options for creating a digital channel within physical retail either requires 
expensive, time consuming integrations and hardware, use of handheld devices 
requiring staff intervention to complete ordering or new payment technologies.

How did COMAND Deliver the Solution for Industry
The gateway designed backend solutions for the proposed hardware client named 
Boscabox. The project improved the performance of the platform and added new 
functionality to:
• Deliver seamless, interactive display performance
• Utilise external data sources to determine scheduling processes
• Provide for sharing of information between mobile devices and BoscaBox 

driven screens
• Investigate scope for pulling data feeds into BoscaBox and delivering template UIs

Impact for the Company 
The solution, branded as BoscaPay, has been launched in 2016 to the market and is 
being very well received by retailers and Magento System Integrators (SI’s ). There are 
currently 3 trials in place with SI’s  who are very satisfied with the provided solution.
 

The work undertaken in 
conjunction with COMAND 
in AIT has accelerated 
our development path 
considerably and has 
allowed us to bring 
innovative solutions to 
the market quickly, which 
is crucial in the retail tech 
space. The work was of a 
very high standard and the 
engineers were extremely 
professional and diligent. 
We found working with 
them to be a seamless 
process and one which we 
would be keen to repeat 
in the future



Body Tracking & Analysis
The objective of this prototype is to use Kinect sensors to track 
the movements of the human body and analyze the actions 
and behaviors for various usage scenarios, e.g. remote physical 
training and shoppers’ behavior analytics. A Multiple Kinect 
Skeleton Fusion system has been developed supporting 360 
degree motion tracking. The skeletons from multiple Kinect 
devices are transformed and fused into a more accurate 
and robust single skeleton model. A body motion similarity 
estimation system has also been developed which compares 
two remote users’ movements and presents a similarity score. 

Adaptive P2P Video Streaming 
SVDN is a novel scalable video delivery system designed for P2P 
networks developed by researchers at COMAND. SVDN allows a 
single H.264/SVC video stream to be delivered in multiple forms 
to match the capability of the individual receiving device and it 
can dynamically adapt video quality to network conditions and 
user preferences. Different user devices require different quality 
layers of the video according to their capability. For example, 
a mobile phone might only acquire the first layer of the video 
and play it in 320X240 screen resolution whereas a TV might 
acquire all layers of the video for playback in Full HD resolution.

Multi-protocol Gateway for Internet of Things 
COMAND has produced GATA, a multi-application 
multi-protocol internet gateway and control system. It provides 
a uniform resource-modeling notation that serves as the 
bedrock for complete connectivity of heterogeneous protocols. 
Alongside this it provides a pluggable protocol interworking 
that enables vendors to write customized interworking 
functions that map their protocol stack to a uniform syntax 
and semantics. GATA can thus map any protocol to any other 
protocol in a seamless and transparent manner and give 
vendors immediate and easy access and connectivity to other 
devices and systems – either locally or over the Internet. GATA 
can be deployed in a fully distributed, tiered, or centralized 
configuration or as a hybrid of all three. GATA “application 
agility” means applications can be “dynamically wired” so that 
complete flexibility can be achieved in application deployments.
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